Essential services
for aviation dealmakers

1000s of aviation professionals
across 80 countries rely on
Ishka’s powerful suite of data,
information and advisory services

Operating at the heart of the industry
With more than 40 years’ experience and long-standing
relationships with lessors, institutional investors, banks,
finance houses, airlines, OEMs, suppliers and the legal and
insurance communities, our trusted and respected team has
been responsible for supporting thousands of transactions
around the world.
Access Ishka today and chart your path to profitable growth.

“ Ishka challenge the Status Quo, they ask the right
questions, at the right time and for the right reasons.
Their content is second to none, which sets them
apart from their peers.”
Bill Cumberlidge, Managing Director, Centrus Aviation Capital

Access

“Ishka is essential to identify
new investment opportunities.”
Daniel Rosato, Atalaya Capital Management

Our full suite of services includes:
Insights and Analytics

Strategy and Transformation

Get beyond the headlines with our daily Insights service
including data-driven analysis and the respected Ishka View.

Unlock opportunities with Ishka’s expert Advisory services.
Led by industry pioneer Eddy Pieniazek, our experienced
team advises the top aviation finance, investment and leasing
companies, airlines, manufacturers and service providers.

Gain in-depth perspectives on market-moving trends with
detailed analysis and commentary from Ishka’s independent
team of aviation specialists, combined with rich, value-add
data sets to import directly into your own workflows
and presentations.

We apply deep domain expertise and local market knowledge
to uncover new investment opportunities, improve margins
and maximise the potential of your existing assets.

Analyse

Pricing Intelligence Data

Credit and Risk Management Data

Make clear, informed and better investment and trading
decisions with Transaction Economics.

Power your airline analysis and identify opportunities with
Ishka’s advanced Airline Credit Profiles service.

The market has been demanding greater transparency in
understanding asset values. Transaction Economics delivers
the clarity investors and financiers have been seeking through
unique, proprietary aircraft pricing and transaction data,
dynamic aircraft values and lease rates data.

Airline Credit Profiles delivers critical market intelligence
you can trust to measure risk and trade with confidence. Our
holistic methodology integrates a wealth of essential data sets
including our authoritative Ishka credit scores together with
indispensible analysis from our global team of airline analysts.

Experience

Ishka+ Events
Featuring aviation’s crème de-la-crème of movers and shakers,
Ishka+ Events delivers an extensive range of conferences,
briefings, seminars and training programmes for your entire
team to enjoy, in-person on site or virtually via our unique
online streaming and networking platform.
Our virtual and in-person events run regularly throughout the
year. See our full calendar and book at plus.ishkaglobal.com

“The crew at Ishka are global and disruptive thinkers.
They deserve the industry’s support.”
Declan Ryan, Viva Executive Chairman and Irelandia Managing Partner

In-person Conference Calendar
Aviation Finance Festival - Dublin - 8-9 June 2022
Investing in Aviation Finance: Japan - Tokyo - 7 September 2022
Ishka Aviation India - Delhi - 28-29 September 2022
Aviation Investival North America - New York - 25 October 2022

“ There are many consultants in this space, but
none of them combine Ishka’s analysis, expertise
and comprehensive understanding of a complex
and evolving market.”
Co-Head Global Aviation, Asia-based Bank

Contact our team today
To book your free demos and discuss how we can help inform
your aviation investment strategy, please get in touch.

Call 44 (0)7812 029 420
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